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Out of Date Analogue Policing in a Digital World
Criminals Use Better Weaponry, & Technology Whilst
Proven Solutions Are Right in Front of Our Eyes
The discussion on police firepower, guns, used by police has been going on since the times of Al
Capon. The days of just the gun manufacturers Smith & Wesson or Browning are replaced with
Glock or some other newbie on the block.
We better not talk about types of ammunition, had we!
It is the same with the tools of the police trade which allow law enforcement to actively use
technology to majorly assist in minute by minute crime solving. Time is the enemy of us all, and
we all know that time cost money and lives. Everyone wants details, the reports if you like.
The LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) platform at its core is a true
real-time data sharing at street-level, enhancing up-to-date information and knowledge with
communications beyond radio transmissions, various data screens and delayed information flow
because of siloed dusty databases.
This is so evident in the conversations we have and how we describe the true competence of the
LENSS platform. It is being fully understood by those who realize that the days of policing since
the inception by Sir Robert Peel have taken a technological positive turn. Peel’s Nine Principles
stand true and firm and are enhanced by smart technology.
The effectiveness of officers notating basic information with unique identifiers is evident on how
departments want to be and have had previously no idea how to reach that logical crime fighting
goal. Fingertip information makes a radical difference in the safety of officers and the public.
LENSS, both law enforcement and commercial is the ‘constant companion,’ the security
blanket if you wish that all in public safety, and security industry can rely on. The Smartphone
and cloud-based platforms go hand in hand. Today no one goes anywhere with taking their
constant companion. It was an American Express ad that said ‘don’t leave home without it!’
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Now it is the Smartphone that Steve Jobs changed the world of communications, with the
introduction of the iPhone. Look how far we have come and yes, so much more to follow!
It is all about missed information that was within your grasp. Lost data, events that are passed
by and ignored that are the radical difference in proactivity and true productive crime solving.
You may think that this a strong overstatement, it is not!

LENSS has an even stronger proven resolve.
LENSS is more than a realization in criminality suppression; it is the logical solution not just for
law enforcement but for all of public safety and commercial security. You can compare every
facility in being a small or large city with the same baseline issues. It is a letters and numbers
world, yes, those unique identifiers, license tags, social security numbers, addresses, names,
GPS locations, descriptions, facial or object recognition, a list that goes on and on and is the key
to all we do and say.
It assists every street-level officer, detective, Police Chief, Sheriff, Fusion Center, Homeland
Security, Border Patrol, DEA, HIDTA, FBI, and is not restricted to just law enforcement. All
Public Safety can successfully utilize LENSS, especially Emergency Management.
Public gathering facilities, Casinos, Event and Sport Centers, Shopping Malls, Educational
facilities, and centralized office complexes all can effectively utilize LENSS.
Having collected real-time data and information is so necessary for all. It removes the issues
that police officers face each day, the latest Houston Police raid on a reported drug house is a
prime example. The more real-time information alleviates unexpected incidents. Being
forewarned is to be forearmed.
For you to understand how Perceptive Intelligence and LENSS (Law Enforcement Network
Sharing Solution) platform we can meet, demonstrate and answer all of your questions.
Designed by former law enforcement, we speak your language, understand the day to day
workings of our world.

Let us converse!

LENSS is Your Needed Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
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